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Cymbal Standards

Please note that this is to be used as a tool and a reference, but not the only source of our

technique.  Keep in mind that everyone’s hands & body are shaped differently, and some minor

adjustments within the technique may have to adjust within reason.  Further explanation & more

advanced topics will be brought up in person.  Always strive for personal greatness &

consistency as ensemble clarity begins with individual clarity.  We will focus a lot of time with

flips in general, but not within this packet.  The main focus of this packet is to overall have a

basic understanding of musicianship while having a high set of standards towards rhythmic

accuracy.

We will be discussing playing positions at the auditions as well as anything else we didn’t

discuss in the packet.

Overall Goals

● Efficient Motion/Use of energy while maintaining rhythmic accuracy at all times

● Create a presence behind the instrument. “Big Upper Body” while maintaining relaxation

● Practice as often as you can with cymbals, with a met, marking time, in front of a mirror

to encourage absolute consistency

● Always strive for perfect rhythms, sound quality, consistency

We are looking for people who:

● Have a desire to become a better cymbal player & enjoy performing at a higher level

● Do not think in terms of difficult or hard but know that they need to practice to get

comfortable with their instrument

● Strive for mature and consistent understanding of timing & sound quality

● Have a solid technical foundation and ability to learn and adapt to new approaches

● Give 100% or more all the time and have fun doing it

● Have a sense of humor and want to have a good time playing cymbals

How you should feel when you play

● Shoulders should be very relaxed to avoid any tension while still maintaining correct

posture

● relaxed, but ready

● strong & confident

● arms should have a great presentation that doesn’t look forced



At Pulse we have many different standards that evolve off sound quality which are important

towards the whole ensemble.  Sound is very important to us.

Hand Posture

● hand should fit comfortably with the strap

● all fingers are fully expanded so that they are not touching

● ring finger should be lined with your elbow while holding cymbals

● certain amount of pressure coming from the sides of your hand should be concentrated

on the bell of the cymbal to maintain a good grip

Contact Points

● hands & fingers should be off the cymbal when making contact to make sure we get a

great sound with no hand interference

● cymbals should be hit with accurate alignment

● at flat always make contact with the top hand going into the bottom hand

● contact points are different from sound to sound

Crashes

● there are always two parts to a crash contact point & follow through

● contact point is where you hit the cymbals together at a slim angle

● after you hit your contact point you will follow through with your palms

● Strive to play soft crashes

Chokes are crashes that are cut off immediately after a crash.

Sizzle

● you align the cymbals a little off center touching them together while sustaining sound

after the initial contact making a *hissing sound

Sizzle Sucks

● You will play a sizzle. While playing the sizzle you will extend your right hand out while

sustaining sound

● when that is done you will bring back your right hand while maintaining contact

 from each cymbal bringing them back together.  This will make a *thump sound



Taps, Tings & Tap Chokes

Taps

● Taps are closed Tings that are pressed that produce a dense muffled sound

Tings

● Tings have an opened sound that are very similar to tap, but are played away from your

body

Tap Chokes

● Tap chokes are based off of playing a strong ting while ending the note closed into your

body making a very articulate sound

HiHat/Press

● Presses are based off of hit two cymbals coming together cutting the sound off

immediately creating a *chick sound

● Sometimes we play presses where the tops of the cymbals don’t separate  Sometimes

cymbals are together already. In that situation only the bottoms open and close to create

sound

Zings

● Zings are comprised of positioning the cymbals so that the right hand is touching the

inside of the left cymbal.  You’re gonna push the right cymbal.  The cymbal will slide

making a nice dense hi tone


